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Golden Knights fall in first game of TAAC tournament- see Sports, p. 12
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March 7, 1995

Gulch puts Torregrosa in hot seat Gingrich: NASA eyes
wilh allegations of overspending private shuttle program
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

•

· Serving the University of Central Florida since 1968

A11 is not quiet at Student
Government, even though elections are over - allegations of
statute violations and overspending overshadow the presidential
winner's circle.
Kevin Gutch, vice president
ofUCF's student body, and Robert Morris, pro tempore of the
senate, filed an appeal Monday
with the elections commission alleging "there exists a strong possibility that a candidate [Miguel
Torregrosa/Frank Amoros ticket]
has violated the election statutes"
by exceeding the $1, 144 campaign
expenditure limit.
The appeal centers around
how much the company that supplied campaign materials usually
charges, versus how much the
Torregrosa/Amoros ticket were
asked to pay for the items, and
whether the same opportunity was
• available to the other candidates,
as the elections statutes require.
Specifically, the appeal
points out that vinyl stickers, magnets and billboards were supplied
to the Torregrosa/Amoros ticket
at a price lower than the printing
company's list prices.
For example, the list price
of a 32 sq. ft., one-side, 2-color

durabase billboard is $175. The
price listed on the invoice submitted to the elections commission
shows a price of $22. With stickers and magnets, Torregrosa was
able to order quantities Jess than
the listed minimums and also re-

ceived a cheaper cost per item.
"There's no feasible way
they were under [the expenditure
limit]," said Gutch, adding, "Anyone who runs a campaign knows
that." Gutch, who opted not to run
again in this year's elections, said,
"My feeling is that the election
statutes were viQlated; we weren't
playing on a level playing ground."
But Torregrosa strongly disagreed. "I think they are just bitter. Everything we did was legitimate. [The appeal] is unwarranted."

Torregrosa added, "We
went to them and said, 'We're
students, we have a limited budget, what can you do for us?' ... We
got very good deals because we
were the first siudent group ever
to use them and· they wanted to
break into the student market."
When asked why the special pricing wasn't posted on the
elections bulletin board,
Torregrosa added, "we didn't
think it wouldn't have been available to other candidates."
Charley Ferguson, owner of
Ferguson and Ferguson printing
company, an Orlando company
used often by candidates for campaign materials, agreed with
Torregrosa: "We would have
helped other candidates if they
came in; we help high schools all
the time, and we sometimes even
give [special prices] to candidates
[of local elections] we think are
good for the community."
Responding to question as
to why the price of the billboards
were$22 instead of the usual$ l 75,
he added, "We had board l~ftover
from the last local elections and
we wanted to clear the warehouse.
Also, we had a new computer, and
I wanted to do a ~rial run."
But Keisha Bell, a student
see SGA, page 2

Reuters

MARIETTA, Ga - House
Speaker-Newt Gingrich said Monday
that NASA is considering a plan to put
the next-generation shuttle in the hands
of private contractors.
Speaking to local business leaders, the Georgia Republican said proposals being prepared by NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin could build
the shuttle at 30 to 40 percent of
current costs in a third less time.
"Goldin is looking at contractingoutthemanagementoftheshuttle,''
Gingrich said in a speech that used the
relationship between aircraft makers
and commercial airlines as a model for

the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA).
"The next-generation shuttle
that Goldin has prepared says the federal government will only ·be a customer."
In Washington, NASA said it
was expecting, possibly as early as this
week, to receive the recommendations of a panel set up by Goldin late
last year to study making the shuttle
operate more efficiently.
"We're looking at new approaches to space flight," said Brian
Welch,aNASAspokesman. "Oneof
the biggest problems is cost. In order
see PRIVATE, page 3

ShutUe crew views violent universe
ventional telescopes.
After struggling with techni.cal
CAPE CANAVERAL- The difficultiesatthestartofthe 151/2-day
Endeavour astronauts watched a stel- . flight, the astronauts were "getting in
larexplosion in progress and said they the groove, getting down to business
were'' getting into a rhythm'' ofceles- and getting all the science they can,"
tial sightings with special telescopes Mission Control's Lee Briscoe said.
Monday,·the fifth day of what is ex''Sam (Durrance) said we'd get
pected to be the longest space shuttle into a rhythm, and he was right,"
mission ever.
Tammy Jernigan, the NASA astroNASA said the five men and naut in charge of science operations,
two women were taking advantage of radioed down from orbit Monday.
the "perfect timing" of cosmic events Durrance, a professional astronomer,
as they worked around the clock aim- is a payload specialist aboard
ing a $195 million suite ofinstruments Endeavour.
at a variety ofexotic stars, galaxies and
see NASA, page 3
quasars that can't be observed by conReuters

Sidewalk Art

photos/DAVE BAUER

Think downtown Orlando's City Hall looks too bland? The Orlando Rotary Club sponsored 'Chalk One Up' this weekend, attracting more than 150 artists, who painted the
surrounding sidewalk with pastel charcoal.
Kari Malen, a student at Winter Park High School, balances herself between the charcoal sidewalk art. Tim Steele, from Santa Barbara, Calif., works on a charcoal sketch of
Orlando Magic superstar Penny Hardaway.
News
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VICTORY aJITR. FOR FJU
More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

· Start Your New Year .Out Right. Co.me Join Us at
the Newly Remodeled •••
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Now Featuring.our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 1/2 court basketball,
aerobics, sauna, and more.

Student & Faculty now zero down,
$19.95 per month.
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Fitness
Connection
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Team members from FIU, which is in Miami, revel an their
win over Mercer, making them the victors in the TAAC
tournament at the UCF Arena Saturday.

Student Bargains
Save more. It's been rented before.
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .............. from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from
Full Bed Sets ...................... from

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59.99

Hurry in_to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard

·.·.coRT·:

- ·FURNITURE RENTAL
. .CLEARANCE CENTER

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 10am-5pm

government senator who ran with
Patton, was not convinced. She
said: "I think they overspent. I
think its kinda sad that someone
who wants to hold an ethical position would use unethical means to
do so."
Bell believes a key factor in
.Torregrosa's victory was name recognition through the use of a multitude of signs all across campus:
"I'm sure they got a lot of votes for
that reason, so I think there is a
major violation [oftheelectionsstatutes]. If you' re going to beat me, at
least play fair."
Patton, who refused to comment on the substance of the appeal,
did say, "I think it needs to be looked
into, and the truth needs to be found."
· According to the election stat-.
utes, a major violation is one that
affects the outcome of an election.
The elections commisfilon, with the
consultation of the judicial council,
will investigate the matter and submit a decision within two weeks.
The commission and the
council makes the final decision.
They have the power to nullify the
run-off elections and hold of new
elections.
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East Colonial Dr./State Rd. 50

6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807

658-8000
Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-llpm
Saturday 9am-8pm

Friday 6am-10pm
Sunday 12pm-Spm

NO MORE
PBONEBOGS
UNIVERSITY

~

TERRACE
AT ORLANDO

'.-:~r,·e ·:e "Jo: a '.o: tC) :aik abour:> C:ach bedroom mour student condo 1s wired !or two phone

:.::es ;-:;::: :-:-.s~e dete:ils a our Sales/Rental Center. located in Univ. Shoppes Shopping
Ce:-.:e:. : 2227 ;;:::·1. 3:·:d next to Kmkos Open 11 a.m. to 5 p.m . or call i 4071 382-1611 .

ORAL REPRESE\T\TIO:\S C.\:\:\OT BE RELIED CPO:\ AS CORRECTLY STATL\G REPRESE\1ATIO:\S OF THE
DE\'ELOPER FOR CORRECT REPRESE\1ATIO:\S. :'AAKE REFERE:\CE TO THE BROCHL'REA\'D TO THE
l:XXD IE\IS REOURED BY SECTIO:\ 718.))3. fl.ORIDA STATLTES. TO BE FCR.\1SHED BY ADEVELOPER TO
.-\ Bn'ER OR LESSEE.
,
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WHITEWATER ADVENTURE

March 31·- April 2, 1995

•

Travel at HIGH speeds, and hang on to
the SEAT ofyour pants as you.RACE
· down the SWIFT waters of the
CHATTANOOGA RIVER one day and
the WILD waters of the
NATHALA RIVER the next!!!
All of this while enjoying the LUXURIES
of beautiful ca~in retreat accomodations
in spacious PARTY PADS!!!
All of this including TRANSPORTATION
for the LOW, yes LOW PRICE of $183.00
A Deposit is due By March 10th!
SO GRAB YOUR SPOT NOW!!!
ONLY 20 Spaces AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFO: CALL 823-2611
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your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds.
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6073 UJ. HUJq 192, (1/z mile ea1t of 1-4)

Kissimmee, fl

.:;·:.,:c(407) 396-z6z6 (800) 5z7-309z

Private shuttles
may be in future

PR INC I PL ES of S 0 UN D RETIREMENT INVESTING

PRIVATE, from page 1

to open up that frontier, the speaker is
right, we'vegottobringthecostdown."
Welch could not confirm the
figures cited by Gingrich on possible
future savings under a new shuttle
management arrangement, but said he
had no reason to doubt them.
The shuttle is a reusable spacecraft that flies back to earth on wings
withapotentialpayloadofupto55,000
pounds of cargo. Six have been built ·
The$ l .7-billion Endeavour, the shuttle
now orbiting on an astronomy mission, was built by Rockwell International for NASA.
"Goldin, to his credit, is prepared to say: 'We'll tell you how
many passengers we want. We'll tell
you how much cargo space we want
You build it,"' Gingrich said. "And
I've been told by private contractors
they can probably build it in a third the
time for nO' more than a third to 40
percent of the cost."

Telescopes show .
stellar explosion
NASA, from page 1

Jernigan, Durrance and their
five crewmates were scheduled to
begin Tuesday a round of half-day
duty breaks designed to help prevent
fatigue on this marathon flight, which
began Thursday and is not scheduled
to end until March 17.
The stellar explosion, or nova,
is part of a hidden, violent universe
being revealed by the ultraviolet telescopes aboard Endeavour.
According to NASA, the nova
actually consists of two stars - one a
red giant and the other a small, dense
white dwarf that has exhausted its
nuclear fuel.
Gravity pulled hot gas from the
red giant onto the surface of the white
dwarf, causing a thennonuclear explosion thatshuttle telescopes detected.
By studying novae, the NASA
science teams hope to learn moreabout
the life cycles of stars.

F

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are
tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets- money that can heip make the
difference between living and living well after your
working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them
as income. That can make a big difference in how
painful your tax bill is every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, we
offer a wide range of allocation choices - from
TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of
principal and interest, to the seven diversified
investment accounts of CREF's variable annuity.
What's more, our expenses are very low, i; which
means more of your money goes toward improving
your future financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that
shows you how much SRAs caJ!l'lower your taxes.
Call today-it couldn 't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sM
0
St111ul1ml ci P1~1r:1 !11.111ra111~ Rt1t1i1q A11t1~w1:1, 1994; Lipper Analy tical Services. Inc.. Lipprr-/Ji~d1•r.• 'A11t1fvtir11{ IJr1!t1, 1994 (Quanerly) . C REF
certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc For more complete info rm ation , including charges and expe nses.
call I 800-842-2733, ext 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before y ou invest or send money.
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Owls and O.J~ show
our selective apathy
The Space Shuttle killed an owl the other day when it
was launched. OJ. Simpson is on trial fortherestofhis life,
even as you read this article. These are two disparate
examples of things that happen - two examples of things
that you just might not give a damn about.
I'm sure the owl would have an opinion about its demise
at the point of a thundering rocket (sky kill). We all know
that OJ. Simpson has something to say about the trial, to the
tune of about $10 million in legal fees, and several million
additional dollars in book revenues. He's written a book
about his recent ripping good time, if you really care to read
it. That is, IF YOU REALLY CARE.
Sure, the owl earned a 10-secondspoton a national news
program and OJ. is a topic that most of America consumes
every morning with it's juice, but in 10 years both topics will
be little more than a small footnote at the bottom of a page
in a history book. Nobody will even be able to tell you the
details about the owl incident. But unless.the deaths of these
animals proves to be a life-altering event to you or your
immediate family, you don't even care.
That's what's called selective apathy, if you really care.
Of course, there is.one guy who is very concerned about
the death of that ow1. The man responsible for ensuring that
the launch range is clear before launch knew that the owl
was sitting in a dangerous position. This federal employee
~ho is paid very well with your tax money knew:
• that the owl was sitting there looking for food for his
little owl family.
'
• that moving the owl would only require a few moments, if even scare it off of the launch pad.
• that the owl was endangered and therefore nobody
would care about it's death.
•that his decision concerning this owl would affect the
rest of his career.
In light of these facts, this federal employee who is
payed so well with your tax money decided to OK the launch
anyway. That federal employee knew that nobody would
care much about one little owl belonging to an unendangered_
species. That federal employee's great concern about that
owl family was focused on what effect the owl's demise
would have on his continued employement in a job \Yhere
he gets paid very well withyourtax money. The point is that
he was concerned only how it affected him, and no more.
The same applies to the OJ. Simpson trials.
O.J. is not trying to educate America about what happened that night in California. He is ~trictly cqncerned with
his finances, that's why he wrote the book. Of course, if he
can sway public opinion, it's an added plus. That is, If you
really care.
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What we have heah is a failyah to communicate
o
Dan Griffin

S

many interesting things are going on this week, I
hardly
know
where , to
start.
Did you hear that the State of Alabama is going to
reinstitute the chain gang] No, I'm not joking. Seems that
Republican Governor Fob James thinks that inmates in his
state have it too easy' so they' re going to shack.le the~ legs and
·
put them to work by the side of the road.
How typically right wing. Take something out of the past
. that didn't work and try to make it new again. As long as it
denies basic human dignity and seems tough, the right wing
just salivates over it. What is this fascination that these
Republicans have with old movies? First, Newt and Boys
Town and now Fob and Cool Hand Luke. When are these
people going to start dealing with the causes of problems
instead of trying to punish the result? To be successful, you
must be proactive, not reacµve.
Closer to home, incumbent SG president Darin Patton lost
the runoff election to challenger Miguel Torregrosa. Not so
coincidentally, the Future endorsed the Torregrosa/Amoros
ticket, but not because Amoros formerly worked for our paper.
It's wonderful to see that a majority of students recognized
Patton's lack ofleadership and cliquishness. But I do hav~ one
question: WHAT THE HELL DOES IT TAKE TO GET
'Russ Welch
YOU PEOPLE OFF YOUR ASSES AND VOTE?
Production manager
Less than 10 percent of the student body bothered to vote.
Torregrosa won, 1128-1003. That's pathetic! Once youelimi. nate the Greek vote, this leaves a virtually non-existent nonGreek vote.
(c) 1995 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
Why? It's not as if voting is inconvenient. Those tents are
Offices: 12243 Universi Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817
located all over campus. Are you just too lazy or too stupid to
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
vote, hmm? The turnout was just about as bad for the regular
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer election. Do you not care that Patton raised your tuition? Do
Managing Editor
· Katie Jones you not care that Patton surrounded himself with yes-men and
Ja$on Swancey fraternity brothers in cabinet positions? Do you not care that
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Justin Delias Patton concerned himself solely with the needs of the Greek
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry community and couldn't have cared less about the rest of us?.
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner Be thankful that at least a handful.of students did.
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
Thisdoesn'tletyouoffthehook:MiguelandFrank. We'll
Copy Editor
Richard Agster be watching ...
Production Manager
Russ Welch
...just as I watched to see Newt Gingrich's balanced
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Dan Griffin, Derek
budget amendment go down in flames in the Senate. So much
Krause, Jim Martin, Bob Vogel, Michael White
for the power of the new Republican majority. Newtie's
Senate counterpart, Bob Dole, even voted against the meaBusiness Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
sure! Let this be a lesson to you. Don't try to mess with Social
Business Manager
Steve Norris Security. But will they heed this warning? Of course not.
See, they've already vowed to make an issue in the 1996
Advertising Manager
Jason Me9er
elections,
and by doing so, they will seal their defeat. Why?
Advertising Production
Pete Matchett
First
of
all,
no group votes more often or more consistently
Don Bates
Distribution Manager
Ulla Pearson than the elderly. When you start.messing with their support
Adminstrative Asst.
Advertising Sales
Shane Clem, system, they'~e not going to be hesitant about booting the
James Dourell Republicans out of office. This could have been avoided,
though, if they had just excluded Social Security from being
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
1ndi11idual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or Board
by the balanced budget amendment.
affected
of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300 words and include
the author's signature, major. and phone number. Lette(s are subject to editing of
Trouble is, the Republicans have been salivating over the
grammar and for space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their
thought of dismantling the Social Security system since FDR
publication. The Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice-
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rolled it out. Now, much like an ob~ive-compulsive who has
finally .~ttained the object of his obsession, the Republicans are
willing to sacrifice their political gains to satisfy their bloodlust for
tearing down the SSA. More power to you, people.
And now, in honor of the amendment's defeat, we proudly
present the latest and greatest hit o' 1995: "Can't Fight the
Speaker." (Sung to the tune ofVeruca Salt's "Seether." May she
find it in her heart to forgive me.)
Can't Fii:ht the Soeaker
Speaker in neither religious nor right,
. Speaker likes neither poor black or white
We try to keep him on a short leash,
We try to calm him down.
We try to keep him.from spr:eading the hate around.
Can't.fight the speaker
Can't.fight the speaker
Can 't,fight the speaker
I can see him laughing and foaming at the mouth.

Central Florida Future

weekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer. The Central Florida
Future, Inc. is a 501 c (3) Florida not·for-profit corporation and 1s not officially associated
with the Un111ers1ty of Cenlral Florida. Single copies for students and faculty are free;
additional copies mav be urchased at the Future office for$. 15 each.
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Speaker has ego big and small
Speaker thinks he's center of it all
He wants to take babies from their cradles.
He wants to farm them out.
He wants to take food from their nwuth.
Can't.fight the speaker
Can't.fight the speaker
Can't.fight the speaker
I can see him laughing and foaming at the nwuth.
Keep them down.
Suuving people.
Keep them down
What a lovely thought.
He does not think like other men.
But he knows how to deceive us.
He might look just like other men,
But he's a right wing deceiver, 'ceiver.
Can't fight the speaker
Can't fight the speaker
Can't fight the speaker
I can see him laughing and foaming at the mouth.
Guess I can forget about my funding for this year,
eh?

Pissed off? Send us a letter. The Central Rori~a Future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, R. 32817 or fax (407) 823-9495
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UCF music students band together against tyranny of 'choir master'

P

1cture this: Your Spanish II teacher decides that,
two-pronged attack. First, Brunner condemned the actions of the
to better expose you to the joys of Spanish, you
rebeloutfit,statingthatthegrouphadspoiledthescheduledtripfor
mustspendaweekinGuadalajara,Mexico. This field
everyone and that he had decided to cancel the Washington
trip will be the week after school is over. You must come up with
excursion. In a lengthy diatribe to the choir, Brunner put his own
$400plusfoodandspendingmoney,andthetripisrequiredtopass
interpretation upon the petition and its purpose and, in doing so,
the class.
turned many members of the choir against the 12 petitioners. The
Imagine yourself interested in a specific history class, but you Walker that she would fail choir. and thereby would be forced to purpose ofthe petition was notto eradicateallfield trips butto point
are unable to take this class unless you are presently taking withdraw from solo voice - her major.
out that requiring students to take a week-long trip after the
Westem Civilizations, which you already completed in your
Walker plead her case with Brunner, and, meeting stonewall semester has ended AND to pay for everything is too much to ask.
freshman year. Suppose your Biology class requires you to study resistance, turned matters over. to Music Chair, Lyman Brodie. Adding the insult of requiring the trip to pass the class, which
fruit flies in Ruskin, Florida, for an evening right in the middle of Receiving no resolution from the Chair, Walkerput the case on the students are required to take concurrently for an elective class,
exam week.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - makes a rather inextricable web of unethical behavior diDon'tstretchyourimaginations too far, because you
be
•rected toward students.
only have to look to the Music Department here at UCF
Second, Music Chair Brodie spoke to the choir and let it
to find all of these situations in coexistence.
be known that he was unhappy that these petitioners had not
At the beginning of the year, students in the UCF
sought to remedy their problems through the "proper chanChoirfound outthat they would~requiredtotakeatrip
nels."Musicstudentshavebeenattempo~'l,individuallyand
to Washington, D.C., May 7 - 14, well after the Spring
collectively, to use the "proper channels" tor well over a year
·semesterisover,andpayforit.Iftheydonotcomply,they
with no success. Students have presented these grievances
will fail the class. University Choir, a one hour credit
straightforwardly and explicitly to the various committees
and personally to the Chair. No success has been achieved
course, already meets for three hours per week and
requires extra rehearsals, workshops and performances. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - through these "proper channels," which eventually forced
· Students who want to continue private voice instruction after desk of Dean Dr. Diana Velez for a ruling at the College level.
this situation to higher levels.
all choir requirements have been fulfilled are tied to the choir.
Thisincidentprecipitatedmusicstudents, who have long been
To date, last-minute faculty meetings have been called,
These students cannot elect to take lessons without also being in quite indignant about the general "choir situation" and have long resulting in measures and actions which still do not speak directly
the choir. Therefore, ifa student cannot attend the trip to Washing- lacked support from the "right channels," to take matters into their to theexplicitissues presented in the petition. A permanent change
ton despite a legitimate conflict, be it work obligations as soon as own hands. On Wednesday, 12 fearless students signed a petition, in thechoir master's rules is the only valid action. To come up with
school ends, lack of money, or even a sick grandmother, the which states the nature of these grievances, and distributed it to a only a "stop-gap" measure for an unfair policy is like applying a
student is shut out of voice lessons, even if he or she has long list of recipients, including the Office of Student Affairs, the Band-aid to a chronic woun~ that will continue to demoralize
satisfactorily completed the numberofsemesters in choir required Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and The CentralFwrida many of the Department's most serious vocal students.
by the student's specific degree program.
Future.
It is time for Mr. Lyman Brodie, new Chair of the Music
And yes, this reporter can state definitively that the choir has
The soon-labeled "Dirty Dozen" feel they have a wide base of Department, to prove that he can lead this fledgling department
taken performance trips in the middle ofexam week, and there are support from the students of music but that most students fear the into the next years of growth by making a moral stand against that
long, late-night rehearsals scheduled for this semester's up- negativerepercussionsofsuchanact. Thisfearmostlystemsfrom which he knows is wrong.
coming exam week.
Brunner, the choir master.
It is time for the faculty of the Music Department to
A volatile situation was triggered by former choir president
Students should not be forced to live mfear of their teachers' evaluate itself from the inside and take whatever action
Darla Walker's acceptance of an important solo role in the reactions to the truth. The Music Department faculty has long necessary, so that it may begin to develop students who are
upcomiogOrlandoOperaCompany'sL'incoronazionediPoppea. knownthatthissortofunetliicalmistreatrnentofhelplessstudents proud to stand. up for what is right and who will be able
Opening night - originally scheduled for Apr. 15 - has now exists and has done nothing except proverbially to sweep every- honestly to give glowing recommendations at recruitment and
been changed to Apr. 21 and conflicts with a UCF Choir perfor- thing that stinks under the rug.
endowment time, which in tum will reflect positively upon the
mance. Last week, choir director Dr. David Brunner informed
On Friday, the Music Department shot back its answ~r in a university as a whole.

Students should not forced to live in
fear Of their teachers' reactions tO the
truth. The Music Department faculty has
long known that this SOrt Of u.nethical
mistreatement Of helpless Students eXiStS
and has done nothing...

What ever happened to nice, simP,le pranks like rolling a house in tp?

I

thought that our capacity for tasteless mischief as
human beings would never cease to amaze me. Then
I came to college, and I lost faith in the world to ever
surprise me on that front again.
Sure, we go to war, we kill innocents, we shoot doctors,
and we stab ex-wives and their lovers, but I'd accepted all of
this as just·part of the equation. That was the belief that I
embraced until I sauntered in after work the morning of Feb.
28 and stole my neighbor's copy of The Orlanlio Sentinel.
I plopped down on my couch to read "Calvin and Hobbes"
and "Doonesbury," when the "Local and State" section'fell out
onto the floor in front of me. As usual, I completely ignored the
section and opted instead to read the gossip and television
highlights that comprise the entertainment section. It was only
after dissecting the sports page and coming to the conclusion
that Anfemee Hardaway was, as usual, a disappointment, that
I glanced down to notice an article entitled "Callers Lie to
Patients about HIV."
The author who came up with that title really knew how
to hook a sleep-deprived knuckle-head like me. I immediately picked up the article and gave it a quick once over. I
then proceeded to read it once again. I then read it one more
time, very slowly. The article was summarized in the first
paragraph:

Several patients treatt:d in a hospital emergency room
last weekend got prank calls telling them they had tested
positive for the HIV virus...
I was so amazed that they could call this atrocity a
"prank." I had always believed that a prank was toilet
papering a house or gluing a couple of cats' tails together,

Carter Garza Jr.
GUEST COLUMNIST
harmless stuff like that. But calling a person and telling
them that they are HIV positive? I fail to find the humor in
that. I'm sure that you can imagine the sort of panic that this
"prank" instilled in the hearts of its victims. Just in case
you cannot envision the effect of such an immature and
malicious act, let me relate the story of Amy Balmer.
Amy Balmer, a 16-year-old resident of Jacksonville,
FL, visited the emergency room at the University Medical
Center in Jacksonville for a pap smear and pregnancy test.
On Sunday, 13-year-old Tammy Lynn Esckilsen called
Amy's home and spoke with her mother. The prankster
informed Amy's mother, Shirley Veazie, that Amy had
tested positive for the HIV virus and was also pregnant.
When Mrs. Veazie informed her daughter of the call,
Amy "was hysterical. She went after a gun and was going
to end it all." Luckily, Mrs. Veazie was able to stop Amy
and to dispel their fears by calling the hospital emergency
room to validate the information. Mrs. Veazie also used
Caller ID to present the police with the number that
Esckilsen used to call her. Police used the number to track
down Tammy Lynn, who told police that she made the
calls as a prank.
Amy's name and number were taken from a co~puter
terminal at U.M.C., where Tammy Lynn's mother works.

The names and numbers of six other patients were also
used by Esckilsen.
What touched me ~o deeply was the thought of this
young, fragile woman ending her life for a lie. I recognize
that, for the most part, the world is full of injustice and
untruth. There are people on every corner that would sell
you out for a piece of fruit, and as soon spit ~n you than
look at you.
But have we fallen this far? To jeopardize another life
for a good laugh is an idea that makes me ashamed to call
myself a human being. One of the roots of fundamental
beliefs is a respect for the sanctity of life. How can any
person be so thoughtles~ and so careless with such a
precious thing?
We live in a world where death and poverty run
rampant, where war knocks on the door of every civilized
country at one time or another and where our leaders face
a mountain of worries and issues that make it very hard for
them to look down long enough to notice us.
I don't mean to sound preachy, but do we really need
someone to tell us that a "prank" like this is wrong? I think
that across the board of social behavior, this ranks way up
in the top ten things you do not do. If the whole idea of
death for kicks hasn't gotten you as outraged as it has me,
I hope it's at least wakened you tothekindofworld we live
in.
The next time your phone rings, get some credentials,
man! Your life may depend on it. As for me, I think I'll
stick to cartoons. This sort of thing never happens to
"Calvin and Hobbes."

\\/b_'R.b.6llLL LO~~ f OQ.ORN~ \\/~. IFYOU'\/6·c;or~b.1JJl~TO6AY. Pl c A:,b_ \\/Qffb.TOlb! 6b..ND A
6A,N1PL£eol.Utv1NTOCIJ.AD AT TL}k_Ch/\/Tf2ALfl_a2.JDA
fUTU/2£ 12.243 UNl\/bJ26rfY BLVD.. OQL.Af\JDO. fL328[7OQ.

JlbTFAXrfTOlbAT 823-9495.
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CLUE:> INFO

CAMP COUNSELORS
Beat the Summer heat!!
Work in Connecticut for 8
weeks this summer. Berther/
Sister camp looking for
students to fill counselor
positions. (All land sports,
swim, ski & sail) Must have
completed soph. year. Full
room & board and top salaries.
For more info call Ken-Mont &
Ken-Woods Camps, 914-7254333 or visit with a Rep. on
March 21 at the UCF Career
Resource Center.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!

Account/Office, work part-time.
Possible free rent for the work.
Learnin in Action 277-2447
SUMMER JOBS-COUNSELORS & STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS.
TOP SALARY, RM/BO/LAUNDRY, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
Must have skill in one of the
following activities: Archery,
Baseball, Basketball, Drums,
Football, Golf, Guitar, Ice
Hockey, Lacrosse, Lifeguard,
Nature, Nurses, Photography,
Piano, Pool, Rocketry,
Rollerblading, Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer,
Tennis, Track, Video, Waterski,
Windsurfing, Weights, Wood,
Yearbook, Call or write: Camp
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.,
Suite 406E, Boca Raton, Fl.
33431 (800) 494-6238. Recruiter will be on campus:
March 2, 10:00 - 4:00 PM, in
room 214- Student Center.

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
All Welcome!
****************************
GLBSU's new meeting room
after the break - TR 542 - Rm
101

UCF Footbag Club
is in full effect for 1995!!
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on
The Grass in from of Ed. Bldg.
For more info call 275-1613

VALET RUNNERS
Two (2) positions in the downtown area. 4 - 5 nights per week
{flexible), must be able to start
work at 3:30 PM. Contact Derek
at 425-4455 x 6145, Mon. - Fri. 7
AM- 3:30 PM
Twelve (12) positions. Fl. Mall
area. FIT, PIT - AM - PM
available.Apply in person at
Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Fl. Mall
(meeting room) Tues. 3/7 10 AM
- 4 PM, after 3/8 call 382-3482

IT PAYS TO LOSE WEIGHT
You look good, feel great and .
earn extra income with
HERBALIFE
Call 1-800-400-7148
Guest Service Rep. Hourly &
Comm. (Average $15/hr.)
Bilingual helpful. Sell attraction
tickets, make reservations.
Experience pref., but will train
outgoing, self-motivated indiv.
363-0401

March 7. 1995

VALET PARKING POSITIONS
City Nights Valet, Inc., is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking
positions at several locations
. ACCOUNTING TUTOR
across Central Florida. You
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
must be at least 21 years of age,
Loretta at 256-1140
capable of intense running, have
a good driving record and a
great attitude. We are looking for
safe, careful-drivers who know
how to drive a standard as well
as an automatic, and who know
COME WATER SKIING
how to deliver great, friendly
Rides & lessons with instruction
service to a customer. You need
by world-class competitors.
to be available at least one ( 1)
Close to school - Call 359-8856
weekend night and one (1) week
day or night per week minimum. i - - - - - - - - - - - - - Shifts available around the
Captain Wayne's Native Adv.
clock, scheduling is flexible
Pontoon Boat Tours
around classes and other jobs,
Escape to beautiful Lake Jesup, an
pay is outstanding. Only clean
area of 10,000 acres and over
cut, honest, hard workers need
100,000 years old. The lake is
apply. -Gall (407) 849-0670 for
home to FL. wildlife incl. Bald
an appointment.
Eagles, Bobcats and Alligators.
Enjoy the ride in a comfortable
pontoon boat,-bring your camera.
and capture nature in its naturalistic state.
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
Student Discount with ID.
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407Call for reservations
834-5400
(407) 365-1331

- fOR6ALb_

Brand new 4X Speed CD ROM
Drive $205, best price for
Pentium System, 16M Ram
$465, while it lasts 359-9618
Cannondale 3.0 Criterium Road
Bike. New tires. Great bike for
beginning rider or Triathelete,
$400 OBO. Mike 366-6210
Pomeranian - Sable, 1 year old,
male, shots, training school $300350, 678-8048

AUT06
1988 Jeep Cherokee
6 cyl (2WD), 2 door, silver.
$3950 UCF Credit Union - Pat
Reichard 380-2566

FREE FINANCIAL AID!!
Over $6 Billion in private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parents's income. Let
is help. Call Student Financial
ServicA~· 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F54181
WANTED
Loft, Attic, Garage type Apt. to
rent in late March/April. Please
call Jen, leave message. 2751899
PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM!!
The Break The Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every Monday & Wednesday at
noon. UCF Student Center,
room 211

Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
359-9203
PURRFECT WORDS
Quality typing and
wordprocessing at reasonable
prices. Located less than a mile
from campus. Pick up and
delivery. Term papers, resumes,
reports, etc. Next day service
available. Call Jeanine for all
your typing needs. 365-4218
NEED YOUR REPORTS
TYPED
Call 904- 323-9362 leave
message
WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836
t

TYPING TO GO - $1.50/PG. 359
7354 24 HOURS.
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600

i--------------K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
.
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
A +Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

Can you sing?
Local producers are looking to secure a record deal for a group of Asian female vocalists in high-energy
dance music (techno). Auditions will be held on Saturday, Mach 11, from 10 a.m. to 12 at The Studio,
located at 742 S. Amelia Street, Orlando. Only three will be chosen. We are looking for Asian females
between the ages of 19 to 25, that speak their native language along with English, fluently. Please bring
a snapshot of yourself. Auditions may be acapella, or provide your own music for accompaniment. More
info: Darwin, (407) 380-2026 ext 3571 or Kyme, (407) 769-1114.
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Classified Advertising Form
Please check one of tlzefollorving:

GreC'k r:orn<'r
_ Club Info
Uoom11u11f's

For UC'nt

For Sale

. tutos
_ lldp Jl"antl'd
If ·a II t ('(/

Please prim clearly. All0\1' a maximum of 35 charaders per line.
TI1e Fuwrc cannot be responsible for unreadable hand\1Titing.

Serl' ices
_ '(ypisls
Lost cf- Found
Car Pool

Tutors
Otha
/,011t•(1· I fr arts

J>crsonals

PLAN FOR
YOUR FUTURE
UNIVERSITY

I would like the ad to run on the following dates (the Future
publishes every Tuesday and Thursday) _ _ _ _ __

TERRACE

RA TES: SI per line for L1CF studen ts. l,1C"Ully and staff.
52 1x·r linr for non -s1udrnts and '1usi nrsscs.
Ooldfacc and underline SI ,·~: u;i per line.

PREPAY .\\ENTOl\'LY . !'10 REFUl\OS. Clip and mail W: n 1c
Ccmr.il Florida F11111rc. 12243 Lni\"ersi1v !ll,·d. Orlando. ll.32817. Ads
may also he plat <'d ill l'Ur 0llicc near the UC7 th~atcr in the L:ni\"t'rsity
Shoppes frcm 10 a .111. to 4:30 p.111. ,\\on -Fri.

AT ORLANDO

PLAN 1?

YOUR BEST
Look a our plan We·re rhe best planr.ed. best equ.pped arid have
i1e bes: location Oi any s uoen~ condo ir Orlando We'll be open ng ir A;gt..s1 so check
us ou: today. Our Sales /Rental Cen er is located in Univ. Shoppes Shopping Center.
2227 Urnv Blvc next to Kin1m's Open 11 a.m to 5 pm. or c.:i I 4071 382-.6 I

Qlll'Slicns? (407'· 823· $054

ORAL REPRESE\TATIO:\S CA\'\'OT BE RELIED CPO\' AS CORRECTLY STATl\'G REPRESE\TATIO:\S OFTHE
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L.Mii.._.._........_.,_____...,..._._,,...,,___._.._..._..._.._._........_.,....~ _________________________ ..J ABCYER OR LESSEE.
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Dicky Banett-bringSh~JffUNT
down 1be Edge Friday
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones not only
lived up to, but surpassed their reputation as
one of the most electric and energetic live
shows around.
Friday night, the Bosstones hit The
Edge for their show with opening bands Wax
and Face to Face. Bosstones' frontman Dicky
Barrett screamed all night doing songs both
old and new. He screamed out, "Do you want
old school or new school?" to which the
crowd would usually respond, "Old school."
Barrett, ever eager to please his loyal
fans, accommodated them with some old skafunk that really got the crowd moving. Notice
I say moving, not beating each other up like a
bunch of geeky fraternity boys who don't
know what they're doing.
The relatively young audience was
crowd surfing all night long. The one barrier
they couldn't surf over was the metal barricades and security guards standing in the
buffer zone between the stage and crowd.
Barrett made his displeasUie known by saying
that this isn't how the Bosstones usually run
their shows.
He said the band had problems with
The Edge because of The Edge's insurance
policies, so the band would look for a better
venue to play next time they come to Orlando.
After that, Barrett started to pull surfers
over the buffer zone onto the stage. Fans were
rushing the stage to dive off and get in a song
and dance with Dicky as well. The Bosstones
have always had a close relationship with
their fans.

"We love our loyal fans," Barrett
said. "We've played in so many small dives
that we've had no choice but to become
close."
Barrett's wit and humor comes out on
stage when he becomes a singer and a entertainer. He kept the crowd laughing when Ben
Carr, "The Bosstone," dove into the crowd
and Dicky began calling for his best friend to
be hand delivered back to the stage.
"Who stuck their finger up Ben's ass?"
Barrett asked. ''This isn't Courtney Love, it's
Ben. If I find out who stuck their finger up
Ben's ass- could you do it to me?"
At one point, Barrett had the entire
crowd jumping up and down. He urged
everyone, especially those upstairs, to jump
in unison.
"If The Edge wants insurance problems, we'll give 'em some," Barrett said.
Most of the songs came from the
Boss tones' newest album, Question the Answers., with a few oldies sprinkled in to
break up the monotony. From singing with
audience members to giving them wedgies,
Barrettdiditall. When he does that, it never
seems to be him just playing up the crowd.
When Barrett plays around on stage, he
comes off as a guy who's just having fun.
The horns kept the crowd in rhythm
while Barrett's raspy voice was running the
youngsters in circles. Ben was dancing like
a man possessed, and the house was corning down.
The Bosstones are not only one of the
best shows around, but musically one of the
best groups as well. Friday night, they
proved both to be as true a~ the band is.

p

The Bosstones followed some hardcore sets by Face To Fd'ce and Wax

Duffy's Subs
--99¢SUB-SPECTACULAR---j
-SUPER GIANT SUBS• AMERICAN COLD CUTS
• MEATBALL
• BOLOGNA & CHEESE
• EGG SALAD
• BLT
• 3 TYPE CHEESE COMBO

-~~~per~~~~pu~s~~ged~~x~~oos_

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rd.
University Oaks

We have
•

Dr1ve·Thru

5

•

erv1ce

679·2448

Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season.
r~-------------------1

I Oakwood Village on Lake Nan I
I
I
Student Special
I
I
I
I ,
I
2 & 3 Bdr. Apts.
I
I
Move-In Now and Save $250.00
I
: Bring in this coupon for ADDITIONAL SAVINGS!!! :

Oakwood Village

I
L

678-2987

_.1

-------------University Mobil
-----~

....

Your one stop automotive need
r---~----~---~------,

:

PRIVATE BATH
WITH EVERY
BEDROOM
UNIVERSITY

TERRACE

1

SPECIAL
OIL CHANGE

:

$19.95

: Oil filter, 9-point safety check

L-----~----~~-------~
Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase

AT ORLANDO

Check 1t out e1 el) bedroom has its own pnvate bath And they said 1t couldn I be done for
student housing' Come see for yourself Sales /Rental Center is open 11 am -5 pm or call
.JO/ , 382-1611 Located Un11; Shoppes Shopping Center 12227 Univ Blvd next to Kinko s

ORAL REPRESE.\'TAT!O\S CA'i'iOT BE RELIED CPO.\' AS CORRECTLY STATJ.\'G REPRESE'.\1AT!O~S OFTHE
DEVELOPER FOR CORRECT REPRESE'.\1AT!O;\S ~1AKE REFERE.\'CETO THE BROCHlJRE A.\'D TO THE
DOCD 1E'iTS REOURED BY SECTIO'i 718 501 FLORIDA STATL1ES TO BE FL'RJ\ISHED BY ADEVELOPER TO
\ Bl'YER OR LESSEE

677-7988

(M@bil)

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod

•
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The plziyer:i :itrike buck zind :itrike out
by SEAN PERRY
Features editor
They make a play on words
with the title of their new baseball
card set, "National Packtime," so
their "pun"ishment is fair game.
As the boys of summer
"strike out" on their own to make a
little extra cash, they may have

forgot a few things. The set, which
is comprised of modem day superstars, "whiffed" hard when they
decided to include only 18 players. One of these players is Deion
Sanders. So the baseball players
association decided that less than
two dozen guys should represent
them on their new venture.
"Prime Time" may be able

to pick off San Diego Charger
quarterbacks., yet his baseball
numbers are not that of Jr.' s or
Canseco's.
These guys would have been
better off just picking one player
from each team to represent them
in the set.
The highlight of this composition is that the six major brands

r-------------., r------------, r- -RO JO'S
NEW YORK STYL 'E P1ZZ:\

281- ROJO (7656}
•1233 Un•vo•s.ry :l'vO. • Otlin<Xi.FIOr.:d
LO.:.tlld

()l'I ,,,, (.Olf\CI

oJ l!Nllf/Sfty'

.1~! 1l

.A&i!.ay.t

Aa:tVs> :'"'" ucr

.t

CARRY Our SPECIAL
One 16" Large Pizza
w/ one topping

$7.50

ROJO.,s:
NEw YoRK

STYLE P1zz.~

281- RO JO (7656}
1~2~:~::~~~ ;;,~(': 0~::a;,~,~~~";:~~,,
ACnJU :1V1U UC(

I
I
.I
I
I

of premium cards have contributed their finest, including Fleer
Ultra and Pinnacle. The set can be
attained by sending in 28 wrappers
from any combination of brands.
I'm not sure if this is a victory
for the fans, or if the big guys at the
card companies might just be w9rrying about baseball card sales this
season. You make the call.
1J!m9 -

-

-

-

-

-

-

.... - - . ,

ROTO'S
NEW YoRt('STYLE P1zz,,

281- RO JO (7656}

1('/33 LJO•v••V; :J•"1l • ()t:.;r.~.

Fl();Q J;l!I]

l0.:A/1'1on rn• C;JtnC'rO: L'nrvt!IS•ty& .Al.i~cly.a

A..:ruS> :1c>t•1VCf

1Jefivery Specia{:

LUNCH SPECIAL

2.18" EXTRA LARGE PIZZA :

New Baked Ziti
wln1eatball & beverage

w/1 topping $17 .50

1
I.
I

AND

3 bread sticks only

$5.50

L------------~L------------~
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Whoever Said
''the best thinqs in li~e are free"
probably had a trust fund .

It's everywhere
you -want to be.®
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RU, the number eight seed, wins the TAAC Tournament over Mercer
byMIKEWIDTE
Staff writer

Who would have "thunk"
it? Eighth-seeded Florida International University beat Mercer
68-57 Saturday to win the TAAC
Tournament. As a result, the Pan-

thers will take their 11-18 record
to the "Big Dance."
Guard Matt Tchir led FIU
with 17 points. Senior forward
James Maczyck, MVP of the tournament, had an off day_shooting
wise (4 of 16 FG's) but still contributed seven assists and a game-

TELL
YOUR
LANDLORD
TO KISS·
YOUR
BUTT

high 10 rebounds.
Mercer, the bigger team,
out-rebounded FIU and also shot
the ball better. But Mercer had
only five assists and 16 turnovers.
In contrast, FIU gave up the
ball only five times. They were far
more poised than Mercer and were
clearly the better team Saturday.
FIU started its run toward
March Madness Thursday when
they upset Stetson, the No. 1 seed.
FIU held Stetson's
Kerry
Blackshear, the top scorer in the

TAAC, to just six points.
For the second straight year
the Hatters left the UCF arena
with their heads hanging low,
wondering what could have been.
FIU ~ s victory over Stetson
was an even bigger upset because
they beat Stetson in the final game
of the regular season. Stetson
should have been ready for the
Panthers after losing to them tbe
week before.
The fact that FIU beat
Stetson twice in one week should

Campus Interviews
March 22, 1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker,5M is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to e·xcel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 22, 1995 in the
Career Center.
If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

UNIVERSITY

1800937-0606

AT ORLANDO

or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

TERRACE
:\o !'leed ro be rudel BUT-T a! er hearing about our NEW University Terrace s;udent condos.
::·a:~·; s!~dents become overly excited when expressing their true ieelings. Were opem}g ir.
k;Jst. so vis!! om Sales/R~ntal Cemer today Locared. Univ. Shoppes Shopping Cemer.
-,222~ Unl\' 8!Yd next ro Kinkos. Open i I a.m. to 5 p.m .. or call 14071382-1611.

ORAL REPRESE:\TAT!O\ SCA.\:\OTBERELIED LPO.\ AS CORRECTLY STAT!\G REPRESE\TATIO\S OF THE
DEVELOPER.FOR CORRECT REP.RESE.\TATIO:\S. ~1AKE REFERE.\CETOTHEBROCHCREA.)TI TO THE
DOCDIE\TS REOL'! RED BYSECTIO.\ 718.503. FLORIDA STATLTES.TO BE FL'R\1SHED BY ADEVELOPER TO

...-.OLDE.

help silence the critics who would
call their victory a fluke.
Friday FIU beat Southeastern Louisiana, the team that sunk
UCF in the first round. MVP
Maczyck took his game to another level in the tournament. He
out shined the bigger names like
Blackshear, Solomon, Swaby and
Davenport.
Now he will be able to
showcase his skills in front of a
nation-wide audience.
FIU players Maczyck, Tchir
and Scott Forbes made the Al1T AAC tournament team.
The T AAC tournament was
a tournament of upsets. Seventh
seeded Georgia State beat Samford
'in the first round. Southeastern
Louisiana whipped home team
UCF as well-so much for home
court advantage in the tournament.
All season long TAAC
coaches have talked about the parity in the conference, and the tournament illustrated it.
While FIU had the best
week, no one team seemed miles
above the other..s. Of course if
TAAC champs College of
Charleston had been allowed to
play, the parity might have been
replaced by parody.
Charleston was clearly the
dass of the conference, going 151, only losing to Mercer. Only the
NCAA could create a situation
where an 11-18 team gets an automatic bid to the tournament while
a 20-win team in the same conference sits at home hoping for an at
large berth.

.(

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.~ BL'YERORLESSEE.
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WELLNESS EXPO ·'95
'

&

ACADEMIC SHOWCASE

<

ON THE GREEN AT UCF

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8TH
Band, Free Food, Prizes, Health Checks·, Talk to the Professors
Prize ~rawin~s for: Ma~ic FanAttic items, Kiss M~ face rro~ucts, SAKS Come~~ &Come~~ Zone tic~ets
GRAND PRIZE: UCF vs. FSU game tickets and weekend accommodations

<
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Swaby, Davis
• and Butts end
• their careers

The Future sports section is still looking for someone to cover the UCF waterski team and the UCF men's tennis
team. For more details and additional information please call 823-8054 a~d ask for sports editor, Jason Swancey.
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He told the room full of media
members that he was confident
playing against a team like UCF
because they turn the ball over a
Jot.
"When teams play our game
[the press] it's to our advantage,"
said Lyles following his teams'
first tournament victory.
SLU' s Harvey Baker shot
12-of-18 for 30 points to complement his eight boards. His open
12-footjump shots came courtesy
of the UCF press.
"I don't know why I was so
open, but I just got the ball and
shot it," Baker said.
UCF now. loses its savior
over the past two seasons, Ochiel
Swaby. Swaby finished with 22
points and six rebounds.
Swaby's memory had to be
jogged after the game for him to
even remember that UCF had won
the T AAC Tournament last year.
"I don'teven remember last
year after tonight's loss," Swaby
said. "[My college career] went
by so quickly for me because I
only played 2 112 years of basketball. I can't believe that my college career is over."
Patrick Butts finished with
16 points while Daryl Davis tallied 17 points and five rebounds.
Both Butts and Davis attempted
to step up and take charge toward
the end when UCF needed it the
most. However, no one was able
to do so.
The Golden Knights lose
leadership they can il1 afford.
Guards Daryl Davis and Ted
Portee and point guard Patrick
Butts are also graduating. Minus
Davis, Butts and Swaby the team
has lost a core that can't be rebujlt
in one off-season.
The disappointment will take
a while to shake. But if UCF fans
thought this season was rocky, they
had better begin to brace themselves
for next season's debacle .

. UCFseeded
fifth in tourney
• WOMEN, from page 12
agreed that the team standing be• tween UCF and a championship is
Florida International University.
The Golden Knights will
• face FIU in the second game of
the tournament if they defeat
Campbell University on Thurs• day.
"We are in the toughest
bracket," Campbell explained.
• "We play all the hard teams first
and once we get by them it will be
easier to win. I didn't say easy,
~ust easier."
.
Campbell used the upset that
8th-seeded FIU men's basketball
team pulled in last week's men's
•TAAC tournament as an example
of what could happen.
Campbell said: "You never
• know what can happen. Look at
the FIU men's team. They almost
didn't even make it into the T AAC
ournament, and now they are the
champs. Anything can happen."
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Community Bio-Resources, Inc .
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SAD, from page 12

Until Robots
replace Humans
... your plasma will
always h~ 11ccdrd

SKIN~H

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES .
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

CENTER

Special Services Available

Facials I Mini Facials
4 Layer Masque
Light Chemical Peels
Glycolic Acid Facials
Acne Treatments
Discoloration - brown spots
Sun Damage
Pre & Post Operative
Ethnic Skin Care
Hair Removal

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, or
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of Jife"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

(407) 830-5051

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF ·FIRST DONATION .·
Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL.

1 Block East of the Altamonte Mall
Altamonte Medical Center, 106 Boston Avenue

1995 Saturn Award
Apply Today!
At Saturn, we believe in the impo$flce of teamwork, so if you're working
on a stµdent project that's making a difference on your campus
or in your community, we want to know about it.
DOES YOUR PROJECT QUALIFY?

Your groups project will be judged for.
•
•
•
•

Team·initiative and enterprise.
Creative solutions.
Maximization of impact.
Enhancement of the campus i
community environment.

EXAMPLES OF PREVIOUS WINNING PROJECTS:
•
•
•
•

Launching a campus-wide recycling program.
Hosting an international student fair.
Raising funds for the homeless.
Starting an alternative spring hreak program.

THE WINNING TEAM ON CAMPUS WILL RECEIVE:
• $1000 and the prestigious Saturn Award presented during
a special on-campus ceremony.
• The chance to win The National Saturn Award of $5000
presented at Saturn Headquarters in Spring Hill, Tennessee.

APPLY NOW
the 1995 Saturn Award
and $1000

Pick up your application at:
Campus Activities Board Student Center Complex
Applications due by 5:00pm March 8, 1995
• Teams of three or more students can apply.
• Eligible projects either began or were active and
completed within one year prior to your school's
application deadline.
Still have -questions? We'll be happy to answer them for you.
Just call: 1-800-845-5309 Saturn On Campus headquarters
or call your campus contact at:

(407) 823-2611
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Golden Knights go down
DelFuego to SLU in the first round
Justin Delias

UCF's season
ends in
disappointment
Once a bad basketball season
finally ends, many teams look toward
the future for another try and, hopefully, a more successful season.
After a disappointing 11-15
regular season and an early exit in this
year's TAAC Tournament, the UCF
Golden Knights men's basketball team
and head coach Kirk Speraw want to
put this season behind them and move
on. However, for UCF, the future may
not hold much promise.
UCF's program seemed to be
on the rise after a fantastic season a
year ago in which it registered its first
winning season in 10 years, posting a
21-9 record and an appearance in the
NCAA Tournament.
With a sunny Orlando location
and an NCAA Tournament appearanceonitsresume, UCFlookedready
to compete with other schools in the
tough world of recruiting. Unfortunately, the Knights appear to have
followed up its first NCAA Tournamentappearancein school history with
some less than spectacular recruiting.
Landing a big man at the center
position is something that was finally
going to allow UCF to compete with
the bigger basketball programs in the
country. The Golden Knights gotChris
West, who at 6 feet, 11 inches and 250
pounds, seemed like the answer to
UCF' s problems.
West averaged 11 minutes a
game but was fourth on the team in
personal fouls. West ended up on the
floor more times than he took a shot
and averaged just2.5 rebounds a game
and 2.2 points on 36 percent shooting.
West appears to be the big guy in the
paint that a team is looking for if all its
needs is someone to take up space and
pick up hack fouls.
Another junior college transfer
that was supposed to add some size,
was 6 foot 8 inch forward Nenad
Radovski. AJthoughRadovski showed
some athletic ability, he shot a pitiful
29 percent from the floor.
Devon Green, nephew of
fonner Orlando Magic player Sidney
Green, also transferred to UCF from a
"unior college. Green showed a lot of
promise but was injured for most of
the season.
There are some talented young
freshmen that joined the UCF squad
after last season, but for next season,
youthisdefinitelysomethingthat UCF
will not be needing. As it was this
season, the Golden Knights already
lacked leadership and confidence.
''!really thought that we lacked
confidence going down the stretch.
That is something that hurt us all year
long," commented Ochiel Swaby after UCF's TAAC Tournament loss to
Southeast Louisiana
A team already hurting for leadership and confidence can not be getting a boost from the fact that three o
lUCF' s starters will not be returning
'and the Golden Knights will be losing
fivecontributingseniorsoverall. Gone
will be Ochiel Swaby, Darryl Davis
and Patrick Butts, UCF's three top
scorers. assist leader and top rebounder.

O "March Madness"
turns into March
sadness for the
Golden Knights.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Last year at this time, the
entire country was asking, who is
this UCF basketball team?
After Thursday night's first
round loss to Southeastern Louisiana, 81-70, all anyone was asking was: What happened?
It was a question that UCF
coach Kirk Speraw attempted to
answer.
"They did the things in the
last eight to 10 minutes to win the
ballgame," Speraw said.
One of the things SLU did
was run a full-court trap. After
UCF went up 52-51 on a Howard
Porter slam, SLU brought the pressure. Following a couple of steals
and quick lay-ups, the Lions were
up 67-55 with just over four min-

utes left in the game.
"In the second half we never
attacked, never responded to their
runs," said UCF point guard
Patrick Butts.
At the end of the first half,
the Golden Knights were up 3532. UCF had committed six turnovers compared to SLU' s seven,
and Ochiel Swaby was leading all
scorers with 13 points.
Speraw could see even then
that UCF wasn't playing their
ballgame.
"I wasn't happy with the
way we executed in the first half,"
Speraw said. "It carried over into
the second half."
UCF ended up with 14 turnovers, but more importantly, SLU
had only four in the second half.
The Golden Knights tried to press
SLU, but the Lions point guard,
John Picou, ran right through it.
Earlier at the TAAC press
conference, Lions' coach John
Lyles played the part of the Swami.
see SAD, page 11
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UCF junior Reid Ketteler tried in vain to help the Golden
Knights rebound against SLU in the TAAC Tournament.

UCF women's basketball team ends season at 19-15
O Golden Knights
fell to Stetson in
their final regular
season game, 74-57.
by DANIELLE FERNEZ
Staff writer
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UCF junior Priscilla Smith hopes to lead the fifth seeded
Golden Knights to a TAAC Tournament title.

In its final game before the
Trans-America Athletic Conference Tournament, the UCF
women's basketball team was defeated by Stetson University, 7457.
"We could have won. We
should have won," UCF forward
Priscilla Smith said. "We did some
things that we shouldn't have.
Also, our leading scorer was in
foul trouble anddidn 't play much."
Smith was talking about the
Golden Knights' leading scorer,
Tamika Coley, who had on offnight, only hitting four of her 10
shots.
Coley finished the night
with 10 points. Smith led the
Golden Knights' offense with 16
points, and Gylanda Henderson
added another 13.
Fouls, whether for or against
the Knights, haunted UCF all
night. The Golden Knights only
made 12 of its 26 free throw opportunities, while giving Stetson
48 free throw attempts, resulting

in 30 of Stetson's points.
"We missed a lot of free
throws," Smith said. "We had way
too many fouls, and they took
advantage of what we were giving
them. They scored over 30 points
on our mistakes."
With this last regular season game over, the Golden Knights
head into the TAAC tournament
on March 9, 10 and 11 in Charle~
ton, S.C.
UCF finished the season
with a 19-15 record, which is good
enough to be the fifth seed in the
tournament.
UCF players Priscilla Smith
and Perle Campbell discussed
what needed to be done in order
for UCF to win the TAAC tournament and gain a berth into the
NCAA Tournament.
Smith said, "We have to play
together as a team. There can't
just be two or three players working hard out on that court. We
need to have five starters and all
the players coming off the bench
playing hard and together."
"I agree with Priscilla,"
Campbell said. "We have to come
to play every night. No one can
have a night off. Everyone has a
job to do."
Smith and Campbell both

J}

see WOMEN, page 11

Black overshadows Gold, 37-23, in Spring scrimmage
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

UCF' s annual springintrasquad
scrimmage once again had the spotlight shining brightly on tailback
Marquette Smith.
Smith returned to Lake Howell
High School, where he became the
most sought after high school running
back in the country. Smith rushed for
136 yards on 18 carries with one
touchdown and led the Black squad to

a 37-23 victory over the Gold squad.
"I was happy with my performanceconsideringI satout ofpractice
all week with a thigh bruise," Smith
said.
Kevin Reid quarterbacked the
Black squad with an efficient nine
passes for 88 yards and three touchdowns. For the Gold team, it was
running back Mike Huff getting the
job done. Huff carried the ball 13
times for 51 yards.
Jeff McCrone guided the Gold

team with 24-of-39 for 190 yards and
an interception and touchdown. His
touchdown came with 34 seconds left
in the half, when he connected with
tight end Tarvares Tate for 17 yards.
Tate who has played defensive line
has been shifted to tight end yet again
this off-season. The Gold team actually had more offensive yards, 389-to362. It was Smith's 49-yard touchdown in the fourth quarter that put the
game away, 30-16.
Todd Cleveland, Mr. Excite-

ment, had a huge game. The junior
wide receiver caught 12 passes for
135 yards on the day to lead all receivers.
''It's gonna be me and Roof
[Rufus Hall] running the show next
year," Oeveland said.
It was a day for UCF to showcase their new offensive weapons.
Sophomore running backMike Grant
led the Black squad with 76 yards
receiving on only two receptions, and
34 yards on the ground. .
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